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TIANANMEN SQUARE
On April 18,1989, Chinese College students
occupied Tiananmen Square in a nonviolent demonstration. They were voicing
their opposition to the Chinese Communist
regime and demanded that there be
democratic reform. The students occupied
Tiananmen Square until June 4, 1989 when
troops were called in to stop the
demonstrations. Although the first troops
were sent on May 20, many were
sympathetic to the students. The soldiers
who were sent on June 4, were not. They
fired indiscriminately into crowds killing
hundreds, if not thousands, of unarmed
students. The troops went on a murderous
rampage for the next several days and shot
at anyone who stood in their way. Shocking
pictures showed people being crushed by
armored tanks. The students demonstrations
were savagely ended and persecution went
on for a long time. It is estimated that there
are thousand of students who are
incarcerated awaiting trial. At first the world
looked on in hope, then in horror as we saw
the inhumanity of the soldiers and the
leaders who commanded them.
We dedicated this book to those students
who made the supreme sacrifice in the name
offreedom and democracy.
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1989 • John Cougar Mellaneamp sang In 1987:
"When the walls, come tumblin' tumblin', tumblin'
tumblin', dowwnn ... " Two years la'er the walls
came tumbling down ' all over the world. On
November 9, East Germany, one of the most hard.
line Communist regimes In Eastern Europe, lifted
restrictions on travel and Immigration by Its citizens
to West Germany. In one of the years most emotional
scenes, East and West Germans stood side by side and
tried, literally, to tear down the 28 year old Serlin Wall.

0'0

t>O'

More than just walls tumbled in San Francisco on October 17th.
An earthquake, measuring 7.1 on the Richter scale, shook most of
Northern California, causing more than $7 billion worth of damage
and killing more than 60 people. Among the most memorable
scenes was that of a 250 ton upper section of Interstate 880
collapsing onto the lower section, crushing and killing more than 41
unsuspecting people in their cars.
In March, the Exxon Valdez, a fully loaded oil tanker ran around 25
miles away from a major shipping port in Alaska, spilling 11 million
gallo,ns of oil into the Prince William Sound. Thousands of helpless
fish and animals were killed.
In September, Hurricane Hugo ripped through the Caribbean
Islands, bringing with it 155 mile per hour winds. Among the
hardest hit were Monserrat, the U.S. Virgin Islands and Puerto
Rico. Tens of thousands were left homeless.
Beijing. China - What began as a peaceful pro-democracy student
demonstration in April soon became a horror-show. In the early
morning hours of June 4th, government troops stormed Tiananmen
Square and blazed a path of death and destruction. Tanks and
troops fired at will into groups of unarmed students, killing several
hundred and injuring thousands. Millions around the world were
horrified as they watched the unforgettable scene of a lone student
standing defiantly before a column of army tanks.

Highly publicized court cases were in the news in 1989.
Among the guilty were: Joel Steinberg (death penalty
not good enough), for murdering his six year old
illegally adopted daughter Lisa; Lieutenant
Colonel Oliver North, convicted for his role
in the Iran/Contra affair (and his strings never
even tangled); TV Evangelist Jim Bakker
(straight jacket and all), on 24 counts
of fraud and conspiracy; Billionairess,
Hotel Queen Leona Helmsley, of
income tax evasion. Her husband,
billionaire Harry Helmsley
was declared incompetent
to stand trial (Hah/ HI] got
to sit back and watc) I his
wife take the hont for
their mistc..kes.

In 1989 we mourned the death of many
famous and infamous people. Comedian
Gilda Radner fought hard, but succumbed
to cancer in May; Mel Blanc, the voice of
Bugs Bunny and many other cartoon characters,
also passed on. Three of the entertainment

rro those we lost

worlds most accomplished actors, Sir
Laurence Olivier, John Cassavetes

in 1989

and Bette Davis died.
Iran's spiritual leader, Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini died after a lengthy illness. Thousands of
Iranians showed their emotions in the streets of Tehran
by grabbing at his casket, and tearing the shroudfrom his
body. Jazz musician Billy Tipton died in January. The reno un pianist and saxophonist became tile
talk of the music industry following his death when it was discovered that he, although he had a wife
and children, was actually a woman.
The

SPOTtS

community mourned the losses of boxer Sugar Ray Robinson, Baseball Commissioner

A. Bartlett Giamatti andformer Yankee manager Billy Martin.
And last, but certainly not least, we bid a sadfarewell to America'sfavorite red head, Lucille Ball
"We love you, Lucy."
15

ENTERTAINMENT

SPORTS

-The top ten movie money-makers of 1989 made a
combined total of $1,309,300,000. Leading the way, of
course was "Batman" at $251.2 million.
-Pop star Madonna was linked to Sean Penn (her exhusband), Comedian Sandra Bernhardt (?) and actor
(and current lover) Warren Beatty, Madonna was not,
however, linked to Pepsi very long. Her commercial for
the soft drink was pulled from the air after only one
viewing, when Pepsi decided her risque religious imagery
was tOO offensive. However, the ink on her $5 million
dollar pay check had already dried.
-The Rolling Stones gathered no moss, but raked in the
bucks! After a breakup and years of not touring, Mick
Jagger, Keith Richards and company began the "Steel
Wheels" tour, selling out stadiums across the globe.
-Eddie Murphy and Richard Pryor combined their
wealth of talent in the fUm " Harlem Nights." .Although
the fUm earned more than $52.9 million, it was considered a bomb by fUm critics. The fUm also fearured
reincarnated comic Redd Fox, (Is it any wonder?)
-" Do The Right Thing, " director/ writer Spike Lee's
attempt to bring about racial consciousness, was without a
doubt the most thought-provoking fUm of '89. Added to
the controversy was the fact that the Academy Award
Nominating Committee excluded both the film and Lee
from nominations for Best Picture and Best Director.

-The Oakland A's treated the San Francisco Giants similarly to the way the earthquake treated the Bay area. A
four game sweep (interrupted prior to game four) only
added injury to the Giants insult.
-The San Francisco 4gers secured their place in National
Football League history by defeating the Cincinnati Bengals for their third Super Bowl victory of the 1980's.
-The Detroit Pistons won their first National Basketball
League championship by sweeping the Los Angeles Lakers
in four straight games, ending the Laker dynasty of the
80's.
-College football saw the return of the Notre Dame
"Fighting Irish" to college football prominence.
SPORTS BITS: Cincinnati Reds manager, and all-time
baseball great, Pete Rose was suspended for life when he
allegedly bet on Reds games; Mets pitcher Doc Gooden
signed a three year contract, paying him an average of
$9,700 per inning (based on 1988 scats); Canadian
Olympic track Star, Ben Johnson, was stripped of the
Gold Medal he had won in the 100 meter dash when he
tested positive for using anabolic steroids; Texas Rangers
pitcher Nolan Ryan recorded his 5000th career sttikeout, a truly amazing feat for a 42 year old.

CONGRATS TO", " Rain Main" and its star Dustin
Hoffman, the Oscar winners for Best PiCture and Best
Actor; Jodie Foster, who returned to the screen as a rape
victim in "The Accused, " and walked away with Best
ACtress honors; Bobby McFerrin, who scored the #1
song of the year with " Don't Worry, Be Happy. "

WHO WAS NOT??
The New Kids
Janet Jackson
Tracy Chapman
Paula Abdul
Arsenio Hall
Spike Lee
J odie Foster
Roseanne Barr
Andrew "Dice" Clay
Bobby Brown
Kevin Costner
Morgan Freeman
Bobby McFerrin

WHO WAS NOT??
LaToya Jackson
Motton Downey
Jackie Mason
Zsa Zsa Gabor
Sylvester Stallone
Kutt Russell
Patrick Swayze
WHO WAS LUKE
WARM??
John Travolra
Cher
Michael J. Fox
MiliVanilli
Larry "JR" Hagman
Pee Wee Herman
Pat & Vanna

WHY ISN'T TInS

MAN SMILING?
There are 251 million
reasons why he
should be!
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Shortly after the Alvin Aily Dance
Company gave a performance our Theatre in January of 1989, Mr. Ailey
passed away of a rare blood disorder.
Known as a choreographer, dancer
and director, he was at the forefront of
modern dance in America.

No Alvin Ailey performance can be
thought of as complete without a performance of "Revelations," their signature piece. It was this shows topping dance
which helped to make the finale an unforgettable event.
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1890's
Last Decade of
the 19th Century
The Importance of the
1890's in Accordance
to the Futu reo
The. 1890's. The. fast cfecade of the. 19th century
6r0U9fit the. U.S. great events tfta.t 6eca.me part of our
fiistory. The. country, at feast for a portion of the.
decade, was not' invo[ved in war, aru(thoU9h in 1893
a major depression pfummetted: the. Pr\ces on the. New
YorR. Stock f.,i\:change, it prospered ecenomimfLy the.
foCfow1.ng years. The. 1890's .was the. dawni119 of the.
tedino(ogiro! Clge ... movi119 pictures . .. horseCess
carriages . . . aruf (0119 distance tefephone services. Aruf
the. U.S. grew, with Idaho aruf Wyomi119 6ecomi119
the. first two states in the. 1890's to join the. U.S.
It is curious that in our ((modem" times the. generaL
approach of Cife, at feast to some peopfe, is the.
((getti119 6ack to 6asics" sche.ma ... save the. earth ...
preserve (the. afrerufy destroyed.) ozone Cayer . .. recycle
an.cf so forth. Duri119 the. 1890's this country was
6Cessed with 6eautifuC meadOws, woodS, dean rivers
an.cf fresh air. Today mankiruf lias destroyed af[ these
th.i.f19s with its factories, which poffu.te 60th the. air aruf
water, aruf (0119 rlll1ge construction that lias destroyed
many forests an.cf woodS. Mankiruf lias maf1.Cl9ed in Cess
than. 150 years to destroy most of nature's 6ea.uty.
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Main Events that Took Place The Last
Decade of the 19th Century.
1890's Events:
- Idaho and Wyoming become the 43rd
and 44th states of the United States.
- First moving picture, "The Picture of
Dorian Gray," by Oscar Wilde, was
viewed in N.Y.
- Sitting Bull was captured and killed
- Widespread famine in Russia
- Earthquake in Japan kills 10,000
people
- Ellis Island opens as a receiving
station for all immigrants entering
N.Y. via Atlantic
- First Horseless Carriage presented at
a Barnum and Bailey season opening
at Madison Square Garden
- Grover Cleveland elected President
(1892)

100

Years

Later

1990 New Beginning for the
Last Decade of the 20th Century
(Have we really reached the
most glamorous life?)
As the beginning year of the last decade of
the twentieth century sets in, we come to

1990: The-Year in Review
Good News:
Bad News:
Ellis Island Reopens
Saddam Hussein
Nelson Mandella is freed (enough said)
after 27 years in jail
Ellis Island Closes
East and West Germany
Federal deficit, budget
officially unite
cuts, layoffs
Bugs Bunny turns 50
C.D.C. ruling, Haitians aren't
New York Giants won
allowed to donate bloodSuperbowl
suspected link to the AIDS
Cincinatti Reds won
virus
the World Series
Swrts '90:
Detroit Pistons v. in 2nd straight
N.B.A title defeating Portland in 5.
Notre Dame win:: college Football
National Championship.
Martina Navratalova wins record
9th Wimbledon Championship.
Edmonton Oilers win Stanley Cup
without Wayne Gretzky.
Edberg wins Wif!lbeldon over Becker
UN.L.V. wins N.C.A.A. title and is
suspended from next year's Championship ...and that decision is
revoked ... (Will you guys make up
your minds?)
•
•
•

LaGuardia Community College Picks for 1990:

Best Movie:
Ghost
Goodfellas

Sex Symbols:
Kevin Costner
Mel Gibson
Julia Roberts
Madonna

T.V.Shows:
The Simpsons
In Living Color

Favorite and
Most Misunderstood T.V. show
<Hands Down)
honors goes to:
Twin Peaks!!

The Songs:
Madonna's "Vogue" and
M.C. Hammers "U Can't Touch
This"
Best Pic (or
Automotive
Excellence
(Radicle Hot
~

The Lamborgini
Diablo

notice that the world is filled with extremes
of hope, as well as despair. Threats of global
conflict arise from the Middle East. In Europe
we have seen the emergence of a new
unified Germany. On our American
homefront, people open their eyes and
realize that the American dream has become
most difficult to turn to reality. Our children,
future leaders, fall prey to multiple diseases
of our country. Each day brings a tragic
episode to our lives, children are being
influenced by drugs in their own school
playgrounds, AIDS is a national widespread
disease which is incurable, and crime has
become part of the American life. We, the
American people, can never go back to the
1890's; so we, instead, try to improve or
salvage what we have left in the world . No
matter h<;>w hard we try to clean up this
world, there will always be something
keeping us from that goal, be it war or
drugs. These are things that, until we learn
to control and behave ourselves, will always
be major problems.

A Few of the Headlines
you might have missed:
"Termites Ate My Wooden Leg
( Right out from under me.")
"Vampires Linked to AIDS!...
Evidence Points to Shock ~ng FacL ..
Dracula was Gay!" (Has 211yone
contacted the C.D.C. abOl~t this?)
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THE HOUSE
OF

BLUE LEAVES •
FEATURING:

Michele Auslln
Allen Cooper
Jenn/(er CrelQhlon
Janel Deynes
AmonKoIlsh
Adam Mayer
Wllom Momin{) Jr.
Brenda Pokeman
Calhy PossIQIIo
Chris Somerville
Peler Werbowsky
"by John Guore
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Angela Wilson

M.mnll " '110" C.lbrer.t

Daly Rodriguez
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Rudy Medina

Juan Jimenez
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Nursing Club
Pinning Ceremony

46
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ANIMAL HEAL TH
CLUB
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yO p[aci({[y amid the noise ana the fi.a.ste, anti rememoer wfiat peace there may
sifence . .9ls far as posswfe, without surrerufer, oe on gooa terms witfi af[ persons.
SpeaR..your trutfi. quietfy anti cfearfyi ana [isten to others, even to the auf[ anti
ignorant; they too fiave their story. Jtvoid Cout! anti aggressive personsi they are
ve~atious

to the spirit. If you compare yourself witfi. others, you may oecome vain or

oitter, for a[ways there wi[[ 6e greater anti Cesser persons tfian yourself. 'Enjoy your
acfiievements as we[[ as your p[ans. 'l(eep interestea in your own career, fiowever

a

. fiumofe; it is real possession in the cfi.anging fortunes of time. 'E~ercise caution in
~

your ousiness affairs, for the worU is fu££ of tricK;g.ry. '.But fet this not Minti you to
'wfiat virtue there is; many persons strive for high ideals, anti everywhere rife is fu££ of
heroism. '.Be yourself. 'Especialfy M not feign affection. 9{g.ither 6e cynical aoout
Cove; for in the face of af[ anaity anti aisencfiantment, it is as perennial as the grass.
TaK;g. K.indly to the counsef of the ye:lrs, gracefuf[y surrerufering the things of youtfi..
9{urture strength of spirit to sfiieU you in su.cUfe.n misfortune. '.But cfo not aistress
yourself witfi. cfarR..imaginings. ffrfany fears are 6arn offatigue anti [onefiness.
'.Beyonti a wfi.ofesome aiscipfine, 6e gentfe with yourself. you are a cfiiU of the
universe no fess tfian the trees ana the starSi you fiave a rigfit to 6e here. Jt.nti
whether or not it is cfear to you, no Muot the universe is unfoUing as it sfi.ouU.
'IFierefore 6e at peace witfi yoc£ wfiatever you conceive :Him to 6e. Jt.nti wfiatever
your [aoors anti aspirations, in the noisy confusion of eifel K;g.ep peace in your souL
'Witfi. al[ its sfiame, arutfgery anti 6roK;g.n areams, it is stiff a oeautifu.f wor{tf. '.Be
cheerfuf. Strive to 6e fiappy.

-
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I think it is foremost, that you use the education you attain here at LaGuardia to promote yourselves to
meaningful jobs and even further education. LaGuardia should be a firm stepping stone from which you
launch your professional careers and realize your dreams of personal fulfillment. Given the economic
climate in which we live, it is understandable that you seek employment to cope with the many demands
that are placed on you. Do not allow yourselves, however, to become so self-satisfied with your first job
that you treat your LaGuardia· experience as a golden beginning.
Just think for a moment that throughout your professional lives you are likely to change not only your jobs
but, more importantly, your careers. What type of education will best prepare you for such eventualities? In
my view, an education that provides a broad base will ensure the flexibility of moving smoothly from one
career to another. It is a sobering thought that the 21st century in which you will spend most of your life
promises to be a time of sweeping technological changes. Star Wars type technology will, of course be the
norm. Given that I didn't know what a computer was when I graduated from college in 1956, and the fact
that the 21st century is only nine years away, I fully appreciate the dizzying speed with which knowledge
is changing.
Without a broad-based education to equip you for these dramatic developments, you are likely to be lost.
Jobs that we have come to expect and rely on for our livelihood today will be obsolete in the next 10 to 20
years. It is essential, therefore, that you make a concerted effort to keep abreast of developments through
a life-long educational pursuit.
My best wishes for your continued professional growth!
-

President Raymond C. Bowen
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Rosa Abreu
"Thanks to the Lord Who Is
my salvation.
Thanks to you, Mom."
Eric Adlel
Lise Afoy
"Thanks, family, for the love
and encouragement and Jeff
for his everlasting support."

Jose Aguayo
Edgardo Aguero
"Thanks to my dear parents,
Sara and Santiago."
Jean Alme

BlblAIl
Curtis Allen
Florentino Almazan

Santa Alvarez
Cecilia Alvear
Sylvana Amad
"Be brave to stand alone.
Hold not to the philosophy
which outnumbers." - S. R.
Amad
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Trlsevgenl Anastasopoulos
Ursula Apostadero
Damaris E. Aquino
"This one Is for my parents and
Veer, myswee~art. lloveyou

all forever."

Juan Arboleda
Ann Armoogan
Danny Arroyo

Audrey Atkinson
Joseph Baghdlklan
Maral Baghdlklan

Amanda Ballesteros
" I'm proud of my present and
confident of ~ future. Thanks,

Dad."
Ana Barahona
Carolyn BarfIeld
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Angel Baaantes
Sharlene Bascombe
"I've worked for It, I deserve
It and no one will deprive me
of It."
Susan Basile
"Thanks laGuardia - the
first step toward my
success."

Fay Baylor
"Success comes through
hard work and
perseverance. "
A1berte Beaulieu
Alexandra Benitez
"Venl, Vldl, VIcI ... "

Tlrson Berroa
''Thanks to God and to
everyone In my family."
Gladys Beyrutl
"Never give up hope and
always follow your dreams.
Thanks, Joe. Love KIds"
Myrtho Blaise

Wanda Blue
Laura Bougdanos
Nina Boykin
"I've done It! I'm edJukatedl

••• Free at lastl"
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Charmaine Brown
Dean's list; Awards for
academic excellence and
leadership.
Edward Brown
Astrud Bryan
"Thanks to faith In God, hard
work and negative
reinforcements.' ,

Gene Burch
"To Elsie and my 5 daughters,
thanks for being there. To the
faculty and those who were a
part, WE DID IT!"
Josephine Burke
Lawrence Cajlgas

Vivian Calderon
"Thank you God, Mom and Dad,
and Nephtali. I love you all."
Van Carlton
" Leam from the past, work for
the present, build towards the
future."
Faith Carpenter

Marla Carpio
Karen Carr
Ester Casanova
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Kevin Castro
Nydia Celis
Adriana Cepeda

Monica Champion
Mul Chan
Maurlsa Charles
" Thanks, Mom, for all your
love and financial support."

Denise Chen
Regina Cherry
" Now I can do some of the
less Important things In life."
Audrey Clarke
" There are those who can
and those who can't, but I'll
be damned If I can't."

Irene Sara Cohen
Jacquelyne Coleman
Teresa Collins
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Dolores Colon-Montalvo
"Thanks to God, Alejandro,
Angela, Barbara, Emilia, and
laG."
Veronica Conton
Elease Cooper
"Thanks to everyone for the
love and encouragement. God
bless you all."

Thomas Cooper
Alclvar Correa
Cheryl Crawford

Andrea Cumberbatch
Wilda Dabady
Yvrose Dabel

Angela Daley
Sandra DeCastro
"Yeahl I finally got out of here.
Yeah, I feel good."
Marla DeJesus
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Debra Delapara
Delores Dennis
Alessandra Depestre
"Be not afraid of growing
slowly; be afraid only of
standing stilI."

Gaston Dessallnes
Ullian Dlaz
"I Just hope all my goals are
accomplished by 301 (Tough
luck.)"
Stacey Dickerson
"Thanks to God and
everyone for the love and
encouragement. I've worked
hard for It."

Daniel Do
Rosemarie Doerge
"Insist on yourself; never
Imitate."
lnes Dominguez

Mary Donnelly
Anlssa Douglas
"Making a dlfferenceThanks to God, Mom and
Dad with love."
Sheila Dove
"Dr. King's dream helps me
strive harder for a better
tomorrow. "
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Sara Durand
Norle Egula
Walter Ellis
"THE SKV IS THE LIMIT"

Nell Epps
"Thanks to everyone for the
love and encouragement. God
bless you all."
Tanya Ess
"Mom, this Is for you. Love Val
Rest In Peace"
Flynn Ettlenne

Lucy Evangelista
Margarita Fernandez
Nubia S. Fernandez
"I've worked for It; I deserve It
and no one will deprive me of
It. "

Jorge Fernandez-Romero
Stephanie Frank
Vicky Gallatsatos
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Antoinette Gandolfo
"Silvana, Gary, Mary and
Kevin - I have many
memories I will cherish
always."
Delfina Garcia
Nonie Gillespie
"I love you, Mom. Without
you, this wouldn't be
possible."

Mellessa Gillette
Amy Godlewski
Elizabeth Gonzalez

Maggie Gonzalez
"Mom, Gil, Iris: I'll always
remember your
encouragement and support.
Love Va'"
Susanne Govier
Martha Grisales
"I can do anything and I can
be anybody. He who
perseveres, triumphs."

Cynthia Guan
Annette Gue
Brian Guest
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Adelalda Guio
Joan Gussack
" Thank you, family, for your
support, encouragement and
love."
Mark Hahn
"Try not to be a man of
success, but rather a man of
value. "

Eddy Halaby
"Thanks to everyone for the
love and encouragement. God
bless you ali."
Azlzan (Ann) Hanlff
Nelly Hernandez

Alba Herrera
Joanne Hicks
" Phi Theta Kappa SocIety,
Dean's list, Certificates,
Honors."
Mattie Higgins

Sally Hln
" I worked for It. I deserve It and
no one will deprive me of It. I
love you, Mom and Dad."
Say Leng Hln
Hoo-Choy Ho
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Nul Ching Ho
Paulette Hobbins
"A goal is a moving target.
Strive for Itl"
Adrienne Hodge

Edward Hollins
"Let's just say I had the
'Spunk' to do it'"
Darryl Humphrey
"The best Is yet to come."
Cheryl Hunt

Yvonee Hunter
Indra Husen
Cornelius Huskin
"I thank God for making this
moment possible and my
wife for her support."

Malaika Ingram
Prabhpreet Jagpal
Balwant Jailall
"Thank you, Mom, for your
love and devotion. You are
the greatest Mom on earth."
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YearaJaime
" Mi Gorda y Papi, gracias a
ustedes 10 logre."
Susan Jamison
Jessie Jean-8art·
" Thank you Mom and Danny for
all the love and encouragement.
I love you all. "

Celeste Jennings
Nancy Jeudy
" Thank you to my family
members and friends for their
support."
MinJia

Eric Johnson
" I would like to thank God,
Mom, family and friends for my
success."
Chandra Kanhoye
" Life is a goal, which I must
achieve in the near future." C.K.
George Karavells
" Whatever man could conceive,
man can achieve."

Steven Kelsey
Mansoor Khan
Jackie Klshinchand
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Betty Ko
Siu Lin Lam
Thu Lam

Jorge Lamus
Murllne Larrleux
John Layton
"I am now a College
graduate and, Damn, It feels
good!"

Thien Le
Eunice Ledglster
Betty Lee

Fel Tsln Lee
Kyung Lee
Daisy Leon
"I did It all for you, Maml,
Estefy and Emmanuel."
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Martha Leon
Noriando Leon
"Today Is the beginning of a
new life style."
James V. lewis
"The facilitators made the
difference.
Thanks laGuardia."

Jolanda lewis
"Thanks to my aunt and
teachers for helping me have
faith In myself. "
UUang
Erika Un
" To my love, lucho, for his love,
support and encouragement."

Brenda Lockhart
Elias lolzou
Jeanette lopez

Maribel lopez
Rita lopez
Rafaela lorenzo
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Solange Louissaint
Debra Love
" Without my family's support
and love, I could not have
made It. I love you."
Ho Ly

Nlou Ly
" Mom, Dad, Una, Siv, Tong:
I wish you were all here
today."
Sharon Madison
" I, as a future physical
therapist, will try and make
this world better."
Elvira Madrigal

Fakhera Maqsudi
" Thanks to my husband for
the encouragement. I won't
stop 'til I get enough."
Nancy Marte
Ana Martinez

Luis Martinez
" I got it for youiliove Kalty,
Christian and Patty."
Steven Joseph Masters
"Let's get busyll"
Danlelle Mayas
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Tamml McCullough
Renee McMillan
Diana Mejia

)(Jomara Mena
"Thanks to my teachers and
friends."
Mary Meyers
Silvana Mlclletto

Annabelle Mleles
"I love you, Eugenio, and thanks
for letting this happen."
Jeanine Miller
"No one can deprive you of an
education but yourself."
Irlnl Mllona
"It always feels good to stJ1ve
for something and succeed."

BIb! Mohamed
Rose Moise
Yvonne Morales
"Dedlco mls exltos a mls
Padres. Su fa en ml 88 ml
motlvaclon."
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Shirley Mosquera
"Never stop trying until you
get what you want. Be
among the best'"
Elisa Fee Yee Moy
Nancy Muentes

Jennifer Mul
Stephanie Mul
Christo Muller

Clara Ines Munoz
"Thanks to everyone for the
love and encouragement."
Annette Murphy
''Thanks to everyone for
their love and
encouragement. Thank you,
God,"
JI-Hua Nan

Angela Nauth
"With lots of love for
Laverne, Shirley. Hilda. and
me."
Susan Nell
Yvonne Nelson
"You are the wind beneath
my wings, Love to my
husband. family and
friends,"
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Gloria Newkirk
See Ling Ng
Wilmar Niebles
" Mom, thanks for your love and
encouragement. Your son,
Alain. "

Said Blbl Noor
" I have lots of wonderful
memories because I was a
student at laGuardia."
Roohpervar Noormohamed
" Thanks, Mom and Dad for the
love, encouragement and
support."
Teresa Nunez

Jose Obando
Luis Oliveras
Eleanor Oraschln
" Thanks to everyone for the
love and encouragement. "

Yollma Ortiz
Esther Osagie
Lorraine Oxley
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Oaxa Parmar
Nicole Paul

Lyra Pennie

Georgl08 Pentaras
Drogenes Perez
luisa Perez
"I am a passing wave
through the sea of

knowledge."

Triet M. Phan

"life Is a Journey, not a
destination. "

Marlene Pierre-Antoine
"A winner never quits and a
quitter never wins."
Roberta PIerro

Blanca Polkosnlk

Kathy PrIoleau
"Dedicated to the loving
memory of my sister and
brother."
RIc:harq Provost
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Charles Qulah
Richard Ramirez
"Love to my family and asp.
Mom, whose love and support
has always been there."
Albert Ramos

Orquldla Ray
Hugo Rea
"I dedicate this degree to all
who helped me to make my
dream come true."
Suyapa Reyes

Karen Richards
Andrea Ridley
"You can fill up the sky; you
don't have to give In.'' - The
Cure.
Carmen Rios

Janet Rivera
"Thanks, Mom, I owe It all to
you. Rosemarie and John-John,
I love you."
Sophia Robertson
Ana Rodriguez
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Cindy Rodriguez
Jose Rodriguez
Kelly Rodriguez

Lydia Roldan
" Thank you, Mom, for being
so understanding and
supportive."
Gladys Romero
" Thanks to everyone for the
support and encouragement.
Couldn't have made it
without you. I love you all."
Mlgdalla Roque

Maria Rosner
Norma Rothman
Donna Rowe

Ingrid Saint Far
" How do you spell relief?:
G.R.A.D.U.A.T.I.O.N."
Victor Saint-Louis
" Don't stop, Vic, till you get
enough."
Joe Salley
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Moye Schomburg
" I'm half-way there and, boy, It
feels good."
Ines Schultz
" Know what you want and go
for it. It was hard, but it was
worth it."
Natasha Scott

Vivian Scretchen-Ensley
Rene Selemi
N. Shanmuganathan
" lluv Maa, Pa; and Thumbs up
ai-round. (09/89)"

Allen Siegel
Oswaldo Sliva
Odette Silverio

Joseph Simmons
Yvonne Simms
Richard Singletary
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Rookmeenl Singh
Yvonne Slaughter

Wayne Small

Angela Smith
"Mayall my ability be
exploited to Its maximum

potential."
Collette Smith
"Thank you all. Special
prayer to Chari.... I love

you."
Usa Smith

Rosalind Smith
"Thanks for your guidance.
Mom. WIthout you. It couldn't

have been possible."
Gladys Smyth
"Thanks a million to the best
faculty In the world."
Nancy Soler

Syrulwa L. Somah
"PerfectIon defines
performance and nothing
substitutes persistence."

Ronald SookIail
Jeannette Soto
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Garth Spence
"Some guys like to wine and
dine; but, me, I'm just cooling
here In '89."
Shirlene Stancil
Eddie Stepanclc
"Thanks to my parents for their
love and support, and my
teachers and friends for making
my time here great."

Bernadine Stevens
Ludlow St. John
Yvellne Sylvain
"Thanks to everyone for the
love and support. This Is only
the beginning."

Bertha Talliefer
Laurel Thomas
"To be a champion, you have to
believe In yourself."
Gloria Thompson

Francisco Tlburcio
Anlbal Toral
Ines Torres
"Education: The foundation that
brings success and good
fortune."
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Olga Torres
" If you'll always be wishing
you had done It, then do it
now."
Gary Trahan
Roger Truong

Marcia Turner
Julissa Useche
" Believe in yourself and
you 'll always succeed. Love
you, Mom. Love you, Jose."
Arcadio Vargas

Marios C. Vatyliotis
Sarai Velez
Jennifer Vera

Ramona Veras
Unda Villa
Luis Villegas
" Thanks to everyone,
especially Dad and Mom, for
their love and
encouragement. "
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My Vuong
Irene Walker
"I am grateful to God and to
everyona who supported and
encouraged me."
Nlcolene Wallfall

Hslu Ping Wang
Patricia Ann Webb
"It takes motivation and hard
work to get this far."
Bibi White

Marcia White
"Alberto, you're my Inspiration
and motivation. I'm glad you're
my son."
Crystal Whitty
Baine Williams

Michelle Williams
Susan Williams
"Thanks to all my friends for
their great support."
Santiago Wong
"Thanks to God, my wife, Mom,
Dad and laGuardia C.C. for the
help and encouragement."
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Zu-Yuan Ye
'Joe Yuan Ip'

Gloria Zambrano

Lena R. Wheeler
" Thanks to Ma and Pa
Mason, Kat, and my
family for their support
and most of all to
God."

Measure the dimensions of your education
Decide how long your education will take
In your decision look at how you will begi~
your education
Decide by looking at it from
all angles
Remember you can take your
education as far as you are
willing to go.
-
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Eartha Porter
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Fareed Abdallah
"I'm gonna live forever because
fame Is my name."
Yasmina Abdallah
Jacqueline Abramson

Denlsse Acosta
"live life to the fullest."
Desiree Adams
"This Is only the beginning.
Special thanks to the late Mrs.
H. Price, God bless you. "
Marlene Adams
Musical Theatre, Gospel Choir
and Vocal Ensemble.
"Thank you, God and family."

Lanae Addison
Maribel Agudelo
"Thanks to my parents for
teaching me to be the best and
William for the support."
Jean Aguilar

Nasir Ahmed
"Don't let the war break out; let
the peace break out."
OmarAhmed
"God's greatest gift to me Is my
parents and their greatest gift to
me Is education. Thank you."

Gerard AJadln
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Aldebaran Allaga
" To my wife, Norma, and kids;
couldn't have made It without
your love."
Marcia Alleyne
Mohamed AlII

Anthony A1mandoz
" To my wife, Gina, and kids:
Couldn't have made It without
your support and love."
Lee Almond
Vandana Amln
" Special thanks to my parents
and friends for the love and
support to make It."

Gloria Anuge
"Thanks to God and my Aunty
Minnie who made It all possible
for me."
Marlsllis Aranha
Deyanlra Araya
" Thanks to God and my family.
Their love helped me make It."

Monica Arboleda
Gloria Arelia
"This Is the first step of my
career. Thanks to God. "
Marltza Ardlles
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SlIvlna Arlsmendl
Eufroslna Arevalo
Win Aung
" I thank Mom, Dad and
Grandpa. Their love and support
helped me make my dream
come true."

Claudia Avila
LaDanla Bailey
" Any goal can be achieved
when you believe In yourself."
Chetam "Bobby" Barnabas

Sonia Barrett
" Thanks to God, my family and
teachers."
Felix Batista
"I thank God for Mom and Dad.
Their love helped me make It. "
Landsy Beauvais

Jeannie Becerra
" To my husband, Eddie, and
children: Couldn't have made It
without your love and support. '
Sharon Belcon
Tanya Bennett
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Ullana Bernal
Ruth Bernal
"ThInk you, Godll To my kids,
Stlphanle and C8thellne, and
my parents with all my love."
Dleta Beyer
"My thanks go to God, David,
Prof. Fakharl and Tony."

Ron Bhumnaraln

''When someone's willing and

eager, the Gods join In.''
Sylvia Blel
Donna Marie Biller

Deanaraln Blsram
Jean-Claude Blaise
made us equal; education
and Instruction make us
different. "
Domlnga Blanco

Sylvia Bloomfield
"SpecIal thanks to Naomi
Greenberg In OT for all her

efforts."
Sylvia Bodden
leslie Boulward
PresIdent, Phi Theta Kappa.
Who's Who Among American
Junior College Students.
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Brandon Bowen
Garry Brewster
"I thank my mother and father.
Without their love and support, I
couldn't have made It."
Miranda Brown
"I thank God, my family and
teachers for all their support."

Monica Brown
Cheryl Budd
"Thanks to God, my Mom and
Dad for believing In me and
giving me the chance to prove It
to myself."
Dione Burgess

Carmita Bustamante
"I thank God and my family.
Their love helped to make my
dream come true."
Martha caballero
Josey cadet

Ussette Calderon
Mary Caldwell
"Never stop dreaming I Special
thanks to my family, friends and
the OffIce Technology
Department.' ,
Mirna Calero
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Beatrlz Calle
"Thanks to my family, cowor1(ers and teachers. I made

m"

Sandra Cardell
Betty Cardozo

Nancy Carrasquillo
Martsel Cartagena
Miguel Carvajal

Alejandra Castillo
"To my husband and son:
Couldn't have made It without
your love, help and support"
Hadar Castillo
Mirza Castro
"Thanks, laGuardia, for two
memorable years. Mom and
Dad, thanks for all your moral

support."

Mel Ching Chan
"To my family: Couldn't have
made It without your love and
support."
Anltha Chanlgundle
Anchalee ChatchaJruangyos
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Aslm Chaudhary
"If Is wasn't 4 U, I couldn't have
done It, Mom, brother and sis."
JlngYI Chen
Jun Ping Chen

Rong Fu Chen
Michael Cheng
"To my wife, Jle, and family:
Couldn't have made It without
your love."
Judy Cheung

Rose Anna Clark
"A bowl of cherries can be
sweet and sour, but graduating
Is delicious."
She/llan Clarke
"Thanks, God, for helping me to
make one of my dreams corne
true. I'm on my way to Pace
Unlv."
Marie Clerveaux

Rosaura Clinton
"To my husband and kids, who
have been very patient and
understanding.' ,
Patricia Cobbs
"Thank you Jesus, for allowing
me to retum to school."
Collette Cohen-Henriques
Phi Theta Kappa; Who's Who In
American Junior Colleges;
Dean's Ust
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Joshua Colon
"I thank Jesus Christ and my
wife, Priscilla, for the
detennlnaUon to graduate."
Brent Commlsalong
Nestor Coria

Mary Ann Corkery
"Thanks, everyone. I'm glad I
graduated, but Its only the
beginning."
Fay Cromwell
"This Is one stepping stone that
will lead me to a mountain top,
that Is 'Graduate School'."

Deborah CUdak
"Thank you, God - for the
lnaplration ... we made It. "

Bertha Cuellar
"Thank God and family. P.S.
Madeline 'We are going all the
way again'."
AlIce Czerwinski

"Hoorayll made It! Dean's Ust
and alII"
Benjamin Czerwinski

"Mom, thanks for your support
and congratulaUona on your
graduation. "

Marie Daniel
Klrtney Daniel
Laurl David
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Stephnle Davidson
" Thanks to all who wished me
success ... and to those who
did not, thank God I did."
Fernando DeCasta
Mayflor DeGuzman
" A sense of humor Is a sense of
proportion." - K. Glbran

Ana DeJesus
Nlnfa DelaRosa
Valerie DeOliveira

Celestina DelRosario
Panagls Dendrlnos
" Just the first step of my
career. " Member of Law Club,
Dean's Ust.
Indranle Ceoraj

Parbhoo Dhanraj
Margarita Diaz
Miguel Dlaz
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Rlna Diu
Yasmln Dlpp
"Thanks to God and Roberto
whose love and patience make
my dreams come true."
Monlque Dixon

Evens D'Meza
Sonja Dobson
"Kiss today goodbye. Point me
toward tomorrow."

-

A Chorus Una
Louise Donlin
Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society,
Dean's Ust.
''Thanks, HP."

John Doria

"I can't believe It's here. I will
remember the cafeteria crew."
Jacqueline Douglas

"Two down, two to go'"
Randy Douglas
Phi Theta Kappa, Hennan
Scholarship, NAS Achievement
Award.

Deldra Dunbar
" I thank God, my Mom and Pop.
Made the National Dean's Ust."
Kathryn Dunne
"laGuardia has given me the
Inspiration to achieve my
goals."
J. Fernando Duque
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Erasmo Duran
"Thanks to God, my family a
teachers for making my dream
come true."
Patricia Durango
Shahld Durvesh

Karen Dyer
"Thanks to all who helped me
achieve one of my goals. "
Islmemen Ehlkhamenor
"Thank God for my parents,
friends, teachers, coop advisor
and counselor for the help and
care."
Pamela Elstak
"I am proud to have achieved
my first step to a better and
brighter future."

Unda Eng
Angela Ervin
"I thank everyone for helping
me reach the road to success.'
Cecilia Espln
"Thanks to God, my family a
especially my son and
husband."

Ana Espinal
Cecilia Espinal
Melanie English
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So Hang Fan
Sergio Feliz
"It Is necessary to have a goal
and work for It In order to be
someone In society."
Hul QI Feng

Rodney Fenton
Awllda Figueroa
Unda Figueroa
''Thank you Daddy, Ma and
DavId for believing In me. I love
you alii"

Mllagros Flores
"To my husband and family:
Thanks for your loving support
IIId encouragement. Love you
and God bless'"
Mlreya Florez
"To my dear husband who
llways stood by me every step
of the way."
Jlng Fong

Jhon Francois
''Thanks, God, I made It. Please
bless my parents and my
efforts."
Wal Fung
Jayman Gandl
''The longest Journey starts with
• single step. I owe this to my
parents and brother."
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Claudia Garcia
Flor Garcia
Kenia Garcia

Arlette Garofolin
"A dream come true."
Melba Garzon
"To David, the light of my life
and the wind of my wings."
Love, Mommy.
Janet Gillette

Marta Gonzalez
"1 thank God, the U.S., LaGCC,
my family and Ms. Dusevic.
Couldn't have made it without
you."
Myrna Gonzalez
"Thank you, Lord, for giving me
a supportive and loving family."
Suzeth Gonzalez

Keisha Gorham
"1 thank God for my mother,
father, family and friends who
gave me encouragement to
reach my goals."
Minelys Guaba
Dominique Guercin
"1 thank God and my parents for
helping me make it through
laGuardia."
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Gina Guerrero
"To my husband, kids and
mother: Thank you for your love
and support."
Iris Guzman
"To David and Kater!: Your love
Is what guided me through."
Robert Hall

Tonia Hall
"Thanks to my mother for
Inspiring me to pursue a College

degree."
Saheed Hamid
OwImawattie Hardeen
''To my family and friends:
Couldn't have made It without
your love and support."

Trevor Harewood
Anita Harldln
Christine Hayman

Barbara Haynes
''ThInk of our children's future
when you deal with the Earth
and each otherI"

Kevin Haynes
Susan Haynes
"laGuardia gave me more of
what I needed - seIfconfidence. "
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Usa Henriques
"To my beloved father, I finally
made It. P.O., thanks for the

help."
Marla Herman
"To God, mother and sisters: I
couldn't have made It without
your love."
Jose Hernandez
"I thank God for Mom and Milly.
Their love helped me make It"

Wanda Hemandez
Ar1ene Heron
Michelle Heslop

Jacquelyn Hester
" I want to thank God and my
family for their love and
support"
Loree Hill
"I thank God for his blessings
and my family for their love."
Joyce Holland
" Thanks to God and my beloved
mother. My Journey has begun."

Edith Homedo
" A promise of a good life for my
son, Bruce, is how I

succeeded."
Chiquita Houston
WenTa Huang
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Renee Hunt

"A journey of a thousand miles
begins wtth a single step."
MIriam Hunte

"To my kids: It was hard. It took
me long, but I made It. "
Juan Hurtado

Sue-Ann Jacobs
Romall Jagroop
''Thanks to Mom, Dad and
siblings ... Couldn't have made
It without you."
Vlrender Jain

Joanne James

Wayne Jamison
"Peace and love from the Chef
of Death."
Roseiaine Jean

Marie M. Jean-BaptIste
''Take a step to reach the
futurel Go to school. You can

makeltl"
Sheliia Jean-BaptIste
Edith Jean-Claude
''ThIs Is the first step toward my
career. Thanks to God and my
kids."
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Rajmatle Jlbodh
Cynthia Jiminez
Fabio Jiminez

Ruthlyn Jobe
"Thanks to God and my family
for being with me every step of
the way."
Clara Johnson
"I thank God for giving me my
health, strength and the
patience to accomplish this

task."
Kim Jones

Leslie Jordan
Olga Jornet
"Accomplishing goals makes
our lives Interesting."
Josette Joseph

Parry Joseph
"The mountain peak looks
Interminable, but I get there In
no time."
Khalld Khan
"Thanks to Allah, my family and
friends. Their love helped me
make It."
Mohammad Khan
"Thanks to God, my parents,
my family and my teachers."
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Muhammad Khan
Sandy Kiefer
" This Is just a first step ... I'm
on my way ... but this Is for
you, Mom and Grandma, I love
you. "
Ruby Kirk

Alko Kuzuoka
" A valuable experience In
laGuardia helped me to build
self-esteem. "
Diva Laplra-Brooks
"For I can do all things through
CHRIST who gives me
strength."
Ronda Layne
" Thanks to God, Mom and
family. This Is Just the
beginning."

Nick Le
" Jesus I 730 days have gone
fast. Thanks to all my
supporters. "
Cheryl Leak
Carolyn Lecaro

Jackie Lecaro

Uba Lederman
"Thank you, laGuardia, for
opening the door to a better
Mure."
Alicia Lee
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Harvey Lesesne
Dorell Leslie
" Nothing In life Is easy. Taking
the first step Is the hardest
part."
Cheng Feng U
" Thanks to ali the people who
have been helping me to get
success."

QI Shao U
" Thanks to laGuardia, teacher
and my family."
Telen Um
" Thanks to God, my family,
teachers and friends. "
Alberto Lopez
" May this be the first one of
many more to come."

Luz Lopez
Luis Lora
" Thanks for the support In my
constant struggle to achieve my
full potential."
Carolyn Lucas

Annette Luyanda
" I thank God for his guldanca.
Thanks to my family and
Moses."
Christopher Lyles
Eulalia Madrid
" I thank God for Mom and Dad.
Their love helped me make It. "
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Dhanmatte Mahabir
Mario Mainville
"The world mosaic Is beautiful
when each color can shine
freely."
Marie Marcellus

Jesus Marrufo
Tony Marshall
" Thank God and my mother for
helping me to succeed In life."
Carlos Martinez
" Thanks to God and my fiance,
Marilyn, for supporting me all
the way through."

Mayra Martinez
Taira Martinez
Marla Martlnez·Zuba

Gaudosla Mayor
"I thank God for Mom and Dad.
Their love helped me make It'"
Hilda McLean-Grant
Phi Theta Kappa. "With the
Lord, our God, anything Is
possible."
Maryann McMahon
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Jennie Medina
"Thanks to everyone for the
love and encouragement, esp.
you, Mommy. Love you and God
bless you all."
Bibi Melville
Carol Mendez
" Thanks, Mom, sisters and
God. Made Itl"

Carolina Mendoza
" This one's for you, Nicolel
Couldn't have made It without
youl "
lucia Mendoza
Adolfo Menjivar
" Thank God, Mom, Diana my
love, Willi, Anthony, Joe and Jim
for the help."

Madeline Mercado
"laGuardia has given me great
knowledge and success for my
future. "
Jacqueline Meson
Edna Milan
"To my folks and Alex. Thanks
for the taxi service hassle."

Lena Modelo
Yun-Jong Moh
Fazel Mohamed
" To my wife, BlbI, and my Inlaws: Thanks for your support."
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Anf Mohammad
" I am going all the way up and I
know my way. I love economics
because It's fun. Thanks,
laGuardia."
Luz Molano
lorraine Molina

Ernesto Monroy
" 'The Road to success Is
always under construction.' I
thank God and my family."
Bertha Montes
"Thanks to God and my
husband, Elio. Couldn't have
made It without your love."
Deborah Moore
" Thanks for being there and
hiving faith In me. I love you,
Mom and Dad."

luis Mora
Santiago Moran
''Thanks to God and my family
for helping me to make my
dream come true."
Norma Moscoso

Rosa Munoz
Ann Needelman
Octavlo Nieves
"Be all you can. I have joined
the Navy. Orlando Is the place
to be."
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Mayuml Nukul
Marjorie Nunez
"Thanks to God, my family and
friends."
Edlta Obregon
"To my daughter, CAROL,
without her love and
encouragement, I wouldn't have
made my dreams come true."

Elena Oesterreicher
"I thank God and my family that
I was able to complete this big
step In my life."
Samuel Omotoye
"This Is the first step of my

career."
David Ordonez
"I thank my parents, friends and
co-workers: Couldn't have made
It without your support and
love."

Marilyn Ortiz (Avelar)
"When you cross a path
unexpected, you make the best
choice you can, and I did It. This
Is for you, ErIc."
Martha Ortiz
"This Is not only to better my
future, but also my daughter,
Christina."
Sonia Ortiz

Charles Osmond
MIriam Padilla
"To my husband, Tony: Thank
you for your support. Love, M."
Yanlra Padilla
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Norman Pagano
''Thanks to God and my family. I
couldn't do It without their Jove."
Eduardo Palacio
"It pays to be patient, persistent
and determined."
Marlene Palacio

Elsa Palomino
"To my husband, eddie, and
parents: Couldn't have made It
without your love."
un Beth Panglllnan
Marla Papaglannakls

Khawar Paracha
Gang Jun Part<
"Thanks to God for this
success. It Is Just the first step
of my career."
Lydia Parsons
"I thank God, my husband and
family for their love and
support."

EMra Payamps
"I thank God for Gram and
husband. Their Jove helped me
make It"
Marl.eetty Pean
Olga Pejerrey
"Thanks to God, my family,
Roland Patrick, Roland, Jorge,
GlorIa, LetIcIa. Their love helped
me make It"
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Carlos Pena
Teresita Perlaza
Alan Persaud

Nandranie Persaud
Danef Pichardo
"Thanks to my family for giving
me support In my College
years."
Guerllne Pierre

Shawn Porterfield
Magall Polo
Eartha Porter
"Latataura, nieces, and
nephews: Grandma said 'Get
the knowledge.'."

Coretta Pulliam
"Special thanks to Mom, Steve
and my family for their love and
encouragement.' ,
Ma-cecilia Querada
Najam Rahman
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Marla Ramos

"Step aside world, I'm coming
through! Thanks for helping out,

honey."
Andrew Rearley
Frances Reddick

Rose Regnier
"I thank God, my Mom, Uncle
Henry and Ken for all their love
and support."
Ingrid Reichel
Jean Richardson
"God opened the door and I
walked through. I am thankful."

Catalina Rios
''Thanks to God and my parents
for everything I am. I love you."
Jeannie Rlquelme
"Ma, thanks for all you've done
to make this dream possible."
Jeovannle Rivas
"I thank God, my family and
teachers. TheIr love helped me
make It."

Martha Rivas
Diana Rivera
Marlem Rivera
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Martha Rivera
" 'Where there is a will, there is
a way! ' Thank you, Mom and
Dad."
Mayra Rivera
Pamela Rodgers

Armenia Rodriguez
Dean's List. " School is very
important to me. Those who
can't read would be blown
away. "
Carmen Rodriguez
Gloria Rodriguez
" I thank my mother, Myrlam.
Her love helped me make it."

Marilyn Rodriguez
" To my fiance, Carlos: Couldn't
have made it without your
support"
Babe Rojan
Tina Rojan
" I thank God for my Mom and
Dad for their continual support
and guidance. " Dean's List (3
times).

David Rosario
Alice Roudette
"To my husband, daughter and
the rest of my family and friends
for their invaluable support."
Sonia Rowe
"This is the first step of my
career. Thanks, Mom and Dad,
for your love and support. "
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Judy Rulz
"Thank

you, Lord and family, for

making my career come true,"
Wilson Saavedra
''Thanks to God, my family, my
wife and my kid, Junior,"

Roger St. Clair
''To my family and many friends,
Thanks be to God,"
Lynda St. Valliere
Rosina Sakylama

Ingrid Salazar
Angelica Saicado
''Thanks to God, my husband,
my children and laG, staff (esp,

Prof, Long),"
MaryseG Sam

''Thanks to God and my family
for aN the support,"

Thomas Samuels
Angela Sanchez
''Thanks to God, to laGuardia,
my kids and my family for
making my dreams come true,"
Jose Sanchez

''Thanks to God, my family and
laGuardia,"

National Dean's Ust, Phi Theta
Kappa,
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Nelida Santiago
Louis Savaille
Carmen Sayugo

Thomas Schiulaz
Phi Theta Kappa. " To my many
friends I made along the way. "
Milesta Scott
Gisela Serrano

Gloria Severino
Raj Sharma
" I did it 4 U: Mom, Dad, Amer,
Bhatti and Meena (my luv, my
life)."
Nadeem Siddiqui

Patricia Sierra
Sonia Sierra
" Content to breathe her native
air in her own ground."
Kenneth E. Singleton
" I'm a young, gifted and black
graduate because of my loved
ones."

,
\
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Ingrid Smith
" I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me."
James Snetter
"Good education Is the sum of
academic training plus moral
character."
Christiana Somerville

Daisy Soto
Deyanira Soto
Trina Soto
" Remember me with a smile.
Thanks for believing in me."

Robin Spruill
Dianne Suarez
"I thank God for my family.
Their support made my dream a
reality."
Jose Suazo
" To Mama and my daughters.
Your love helped me accomplish
it. "

Fay Suescun-Poulos

"It couldn't have been possible
without the help and inspiration
of all my teachers. Thanks' "
Althea Taffe
" Thanks to God for giving me
the courage and faith to hang in
there. "
Linda Tarver
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Tonya Taylor
"I thank God and my family for
making this dream come true."
Michalaki Telemachou
Victoria Thomas

Dorene Tindal
" Thanks to God, my family and
teachers for making my dream
corne true. "
Alberta Townes
Thomas Trinh

Dwight Tyrell
T. NgoziUdeagu
" I thank God for everything.
With Him, everything is

posSible."
Matilda Ulbano
"The road to progress never

ends."

Arlette Urbina-Robleto
" Thanks to God, my husband
and children."

Phi Theta member.
Doris Valentin
Chania Varga
" To my husband, mother, father
and friends: Thank you for your
support."
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RociO Vaughn
" I thank God, Patrick, Mom,
Dad, family and friends for all
their love."
Sandra Velasquez
" To my family, couldn 't have
done it without you ."
Jeanette Velazquez

Genevieve Ventura
" I thank my family for al~ their
support in helping me
accomplish this endeavor. "
Charmayne Venzen
" This degree is shared with
Nate, Steve, Jenny and Ma.
Thanks."
Carlos Vides
"I thank my family and
especially God for all the
support and help."

Marlse Vignier
Sergio Villaverde
Constanza Vlnasco

Nicole Vives

"Mom, thank you. Darryl, I'm
fInIIIy a hacker with a degree!"
Paul Voigt

''When you know where you are
going, you'll get there. "
Jeanette Washington
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Wernchlhng Wei
Annis Williams
" I would like to thank all my
professors, fellow students,
friends and family for their
support."
Clarice WIlliams
"Thanks to God, my family and
teachers. To my children: Reach
for the top."

Elizabeth Williams
"It's going to be a long journey,
but I'm proud to have achieved
my first goal."
Sandra Williams
Michelle Willis
"I thank God, Mom, Dad, Gee
and Shanay. Without them, I
couldn't have made it."

Francine Willock
"Usten to the Natural Mystic of
Bob Marley Positive Vibration."
Ramlka Wilson
Jill Wright
"I thank my husband and kids
for their patience and support."

Shirley Wright
"Thank God, my family and
friends for their love and
support."
Zhen Xue
Nicole Young
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Lai Kwong Yun
"Graduating from laGuardia
Is a new beginning of my
life."
Ornar Zamora
"To laGuardia: Thanks for
IIIowIng me to return to my
studies, but now I must go
on."
Nolian Zevallos
" Thanks to my family and
fiancee for all their support
and understanding. "
Ruizhen Zhao

George Nitsos
Milagros Ortiz
"To my mother who gave me
the motivation to keep on
going and to be strong."

Subryan Virasami

Dear 1989-90 Graduates,
We, the Yearbook Committee, have put a lot of time and effort into bringing you this book to
commemorate the time that you have spent at laGuardia Community College. This book has been
dedicated to provide you with all the events that took place.
This book is part of your life. A remembrance of all the good and bad time spent with your friends.
Cherish and appreciate all the work that has gone into this book. We hope you enjoy this
masterpiece; we sure have.
We thank you for your support. No! Seriously. We thank you for your patience and we hope you
enjoy going through it as much as we enjoyed all the heavy work, time and effort we put into this
book. Take good care of it. After all, you have waited a long time for it to go from our hands into
yours.
Sincerely,
The Yearbook Committee
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